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larry smith right and arajbraj kachru center

experts on international english
speak at BYUHCBYU HC

larry E smith of the east west center nontionnonnativenative speakers of english use the
and brajaraj kachru of the university of language to communicate with each other or
illinois urbana champaign and a visiting with native speakers of english are
researcher at the east west center spoke at becoming increasingly common
a brigham young university hawaii
campus forum sponsored by BYUHCsBYU HCs smith went on to discuss five senses
student TESL society in january of this important to those who teach leamlearn andor
year both addressed the subject of world use english as an international language
english in a way that reflected their thesemesenese were
particular backgrounds and expertise

1 a sense of self there is no need to become
somebody else just because you are usingsmith spoke on attitudes and perspectives
englishand began by noting that never before has a

single language been used so frequently by 2 a sense of other realizing that an english
so many people for this reason speaking audience does not always consist of
international english contacts in which native speakers of the language
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3 a sense of the relationship of self to other 1 instrumental eg in third world systems

of education
4 a sense of the social situation and

2 regulative eg for administrative
5 a sense of the goal or objective of purposes or in the legal system
linguistic interaction

3 interpersonal ie for intergroup com-
municationcommunication in an international munication as a link language and

english situation will be facilitated if the
interlocutorsinterlocutory keep these factors in mind 4 imaginative or innovative eg for

creative writing
citing reports that there are approximately

700 million users of english worldwide and
only 300 million native speakers of the respecting misthismls fourth function kachrukachrokacharo

noted the growing body of english literaturelanguage smith concluded that english
produced by nonnativenon native users of thedoesnt belong to its native speakers it

authors in africa southeastlanguagedoesnt really belong to anybody
asia and various other parts of the world
have used english very effectively as ankachru following up on smiths remarks

spoke on directions contexts and roles for international literary language this use not

english as an international language given only shows their ownership of english

the facts of its widespread use today english but has also resulted in new registers

cuts across a multitude of cultures and literary styles and strategies

political boundaries creating a speech
community that is anything but typical A
great variety of native and nonnativenon native regarding linguistic norms kachru
speakers use english in a multiplicity of outlined three general types of
domains not just for education and english speaking communities norm
diplomacy in many of these situations providing norm developing and norm
language switching and mixing occur dependent he then noted that the great
frequently variety of nonnativenon native users of english in the

world today has resulted in an unprecedented

echoing smiths comments kachru also situation where these nonnativenon native users not
emphasized that learning the english only contribute to the languages spread but

language does not necessarily mean that the often also determine what model of english
learner must or even should acquire is to be used in a particular situation

membership in a native speaker english
culture he went on to say that english can
be used as a link language or an identity another point made by kachru which
language in many other socioculturalsocio cultural emphasizes the value of learning english as
settings in addition of course it can also be a secondforeignsecond foreign language is that it above
used exclusively in other rolesroies for all other languages in use throughout the
commerce or diplomacy for instance world today carries a maximum vehicular

load no other language opens up for its

according to kachru international learners such a large world of opportunities
english is used for four general functions for interaction


